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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015150983A1] The present invention refers to a kitchen oven (10) comprising a cooking chamber (12), a compartment (13) outside said
cooking chamber (12) and, at one front surface (12a) thereof of said cooking chamber (12), a door (18) for opening/closing said cooking chamber
(12) and an opening (20) for the passage of hot air adjacent to said door (18), said opening (20) being formed in the oven (10) at an outer position
with respect to said door (18) and being located at said compartment (13). The door (18) is movable between a closing position of the cooking
chamber (12) and an opening position wherein it opens the cooking chamber (12) and comprises a foldaway handle (22) movable between an
operating position, wherein said handle (22) projects from a substantially flat front surface (18a) of said door (18), and a resting position, wherein
said handle (22) does not substantially project from the substantially flat front surface (18a) of said door (18). The handle (22) is arranged so that
when it is in its resting position, it closes at least partially the opening (20) for the passage of hot air. Preferably, the handle (22) is movable between
the aforementioned resting position and the aforementioned operating position upon a pressure exerted by a hand of a user on said handle (22).
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